
WSTIMS FOR WINDOWS USERS NEWSLETTER 
March 4, 2016   ISSUE 01    VOL. 16 
Editor: Jeff Clark   jclarksr94@gmail.com Programmer: Dave Allen 
 This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 
from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 
this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 
you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 
will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 
problems/solutions involved. 
 Update 3.0.0.1 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.1 is now available for download. This first update for 2016 has 
the new Slalom scoring for Junior skiers and Collegiate skiers per the new rules, added 
Kneeboard tricks for Collegiate and has fixed several glitches in the program. 
 
2016 SLALOM SCORING FOR JUNIORS AND COLLEGIATE SKIERS Slalom scoring has been enhanced to handle this new rule. This applies to the AWSA 
Junior divisions (sanctioned as Class C ONLY) and NCWSA Collegiate tournaments. 
 
I would recommend that you print out Rule 10.06 and have it handy to reference until 
you get used to applying this rule. The new procedure allows the skier to opt up in speed 
or line length on each pass, while maintaining the standard Zero Buoy Counts according 
to the rules. 
 
After a pass is completed and the skier is below the maximum speed for the division, a 
popup dialog will be displayed requesting whether the skier is going to increase the speed 
or shorten the line. 



  
I have chosen to opt up the line length. Note the opt up line length is in the Line Length 
column at the end of the selected pass and highlighted in RED in the Rope Length panel: 

  
At the end of this pass (skier scored 6 buoys) I have selected to opt up the line length 
again, this time by 2 passes. The opt up dialog appears automatically after a completed 
pass that is less than the division maximum, therefore it will be a 2 step process to opt up 
by 2 line lengths. Note that the new line length to score for this pass is up to 14.25 and 
the total buoy score is 12 buoys before scoring the next pass: 



  
In this panel I have opted up both the speed and the line length and each is highlighted in 
the panels and noted in the Note cell on the pass. The opt up dialog appears automatically 
after a completed pass that is less than the division maximum, therefore it will be a 2 step 
process to opt up the speed and then the line length.: 

  This is a short lesson on what to expect as you work through this. 
 
There is a collegiate tournament this weekend that, if this option is used will give us a 
field test of the process. 
 
NCWSA ALLOWS SKIERS TO USE KNEEBOARDS IN TRICKS The NCWSA has added Kneeboard Tricks to their repertoire (along with skis and 
wakeboards) with the point values being 25% of the 1 ski value. To utilize this feature, 
enter K or KB in the number of skis cell to indicate kneeboard and then the points for 
these tricks will be 25% of the 1 ski tricks in the AWSA allowed Trick list. 
 
Now we move into corrections of glitches and errors in the program that you have 
brought to our attention. 



 
WHEN USING 5 JUDGES THE 5 OR 6 SCORE WITH/WITHOUT GATES 
CORRECTION When using 5 judges if 3 of 5 judges score 6, but the 2 judges that call the exit gates call 
5 then the result is showing as 6 no continue. However, the 2 judges that called 5 did 
confirm that the skier went thru the gates. The score should have been 6 and the skier 
allowed to continue to the next pass.  
 
Dave eliminated the feature that automatically unchecks the exit gates when the judge 
score is less than 6. A judge can call less than 6, but the judge can confirm the skier went 
thru the exit gates to finalize the score for the pass. 
 
IWWF JUMP, TRICK AND SLALOM SUMMARY 
If IWWF rules are selected in the tournament setup, placements should be determined by 
IWWF placement logic, but this is skipped if the Points Calculation Method is not set to 
1000 Base. This has been changed in the processing of the scores to utilize the IWWF 
placement functionality if IWWF rules have been selected regardless of which overall 
points method has been selected. The Overall Points Method will be the default setting to 
use the 1000 Base method automatically. 
 
AWSA JUMP, TRICK AND SLALOM SUMMARY FOR ELIMINATION AND 
HEAD TO HEAD TOURNAMENTS When the scores to be used in an elimination or head to head competition is Final, the 
processing is applying placement by the last round skied for all skiers. In an elimination 
type tournament, including head-to-head events, the final round placement should take 
precedence except for the skiers that only skied in the elimination rounds. For these 
skiers the placement to be used will be by using the best score of the elimination rounds. 
 
Dave enhanced the processing when the selected scores to be used is Final or in Head-to-
Head he enhanced this to use the preliminary round input box. If there is something other 
than zero in the preliminary rounds, then the processing will use the placement after the 
preliminary rounds based on final round, but use the best score from the preliminary 
round for skiers that don't make the final rounds. This is to support the elimination format 
which is similar to head-to head 
 
THE NSP (NOT SKIING POSITION) CODE CRASHES PROGRAM When using the NSP (Not Skiing Position) trick code with AWSA rules setup for the 
tournament, the program crashes. This code is generally used in State and Regional 
tournaments, but can be used in any tournament to show that the skier skied and to be 
used to qualify the Overall scoring in most cases per the rules. There was an issue in the 
NOPS calculator handling this condition that has now been fixed. 
 
REPEAT TRICKS NOT BEING PROPERLY IDENTIFIED The Trick entry form was not properly identifying a Repeat trick when the original was 
No Credit but there was a Credit Reverse. 
 



When a trick is entered that was a repeat of an earlier trick that was given No Credit, it 
should still be marked as a Repeat if there was an earlier Reverse for Credit. Enhanced 
the functionality to also check for the existence of the Reverse. 
 
RECORD EXPORT NOW HAS TIME STAMP ON EACH PASS At the request of the tournament Technical Controllers, the Record form export now 
includes the date/time stamp for each pass to help with locating video files. 
 
 
RUNNING ORDER BY ROUND IN HEAD TO HEAD COMPETITIONS 
The skier listing on the running order forms for Head-to-Head competitions is showing 
by division rather than using the group code. In Head to Head competitions the Age 
Division column on the template shows the Age division that the skier entered on their 
entry form, which is imported into the master Registration panel in the program and this 
delineates where the skiers scores will go in the AWSA Ranking list from the Skiers 
Performance file (WSP) submitted at the end of the tournament.  
Dave has changed the sorting of the competitors in each round of the Head to Head to 
show them by the Group Code as the default, unless Age Divisions are indicated in the 
Slalom column setup. As the Chief Scorer for a Head to Head competition, you need to 
be very aware and careful when setting up your tournament, especially now, when you 
could be having a competition including both men and women competitions. 
 
HOW TO DO IT ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN NEWSLETTERS We have added a complete list of the How To Do It articles that have been published in 
the newsletters since 2011. This list will assist you in finding pertinent articles in a timely 
manner. This list has a special link on the waterskiresults.com website. 
 
 
Enjoy your spring and we will all be out on the water again very soon. 
 
 
 
 
 



WSTIMS FOR WINDOWS USERS NEWSLETTER 
April 2, 2016   ISSUE 02   VOL. 16 
Editor: Jeff Clark   jclarksr94@gmail.com Programmer: Dave Allen 
 This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from 
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from 
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem 
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem 
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 Update 3.0.0.3 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.3 is now available for download. This update has corrections to 
several errors encountered in the last update version 3.0.0.2. I missed sending a newsletter after 
the last update, so I will cover those changes here. 
 
2016 Updated NOPS Tables The biggest update contained in 3.0.0.2 was the addition of the updated 2016 NOPS values in the 
NOPS table. The ranking list was also updated at the same time and the values there are current. 
You will only need to update any of your tournament scorebooks that you want published on the 
USA-WS national or various regional websites. 
 
Team Summary Results To Live Web Scoring The scorer can now send the team results from the Master Team Summary window to the Live 
Web Scoreboard. A team feature is also now available on the Web Scoreboard. 
 
Corrected Error in NCWSA Slalom Team Summary Features The placements were not being calculated correctly in NCWSA tournaments and this has now 
been fixed to display the results accurately. 
 
Running Order Will Now Recalculate The Handicap Settings A new icon has been added to the Running Order window that will allow you to recalculate the 
Handicap values for the skiers in an event to the updated handicap numbers. 
 
Corrected Error in Slalom Entry With Opt Up Features This is the problem that was encountered on a reride: 
For a junior skier there was a site equipment failure and a reride was granted. The skier had a 
protected score of 4 buoys @ 46k 18m and chose to opt up to 49k which she ran and continued 
on. In the scoring program, the scorer notated the reride and it added the new line for the reride 
to be scored at 46k 18m at which point the scorer tried to 'opt up' where it should have registered 
49k 18m but instead it jumped to 55k 18m. 
 
Dave found and corrected an issue when opting up when skier is below maximum speed, so this 
should not happen again.  
 
Anytime that you encounter a situation like this, please let us know immediately so that the issue 
can be corrected quickly. 



NCWSA Team Management Exception A Team Management Exception has been encountered when assigning the running order 
sequence to collegiate teams. Dave added a check for a null team group value to the coding and 
this exception should not happen again. 
 
That’s it for now, so get your updates and get ready for another fun season in our favorite 
activity. 
 
 



WSTIMS FOR WINDOWS USERS NEWSLETTER 
May 13, 2016   ISSUE 03   VOL. 16 
Editor: Jeff Clark   jclarksr94@gmail.com Programmer: Dave Allen 
 This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from 
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from 
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem 
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem 
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 Update 3.0.0.5 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.5 is now available for download. This update has the updated records 
list for AWSA, IWWF and NCWSA records. The updated list of Tricks approved by the IWWF 
and available for use in any tournament that is being scored using the IWWF Rules set. AWSA 
has NOT approved the tricks as of today, but it is going to be sent to the Board of Directors for 
review very shortly. Dave also fixed several glitches in the program that were really causing 
some of us great heartburn to say the least. 
 
Team Summary Sorting Not Working Properly The sorting of the scores was not working properly when calculating placement points 
based on total score. This has been fixed. 
 
Repeat Tricks Are Not Being Recognized In Second Pass When the same tricks listed in pass 1 are entered in pass 2 they are not being recognized as 
repeats. This error caught us by surprise and it has now been fixed. 
 
New IWWF Front Flip Codes And Scores Added To Table The IWWF has redefined the Front Flip (FFL) and changed the scores for the tricks. At this time 
they can only be cored for credit in a tournament that is using the IWWF Rules set in the setup 
and cannot be scored in a tournament using the AWSA Rules set until approved by the AWSA 
Board of Directors.  
 
There will be two allowed styles of Front Flip referred to as an inside the line front flip and an 
outside the line front flip. An outside the line flip means that when the skier is going from right 
to left as seen from the boat, the skier’s left hand (or both hands) must remain on the handle 
during the trick and at the landing. An inside the line flip going from right to left means 
that the skier releases the handle from the left hand and lands holding the handle with the right 
hand. After January 1,2017, only outside the line front flips will be credited. 
 
The reverse WFLIPF(I or O) is defined as a WFLIPF(I or O) travelling in the opposite direction 
(right to left vs. left to right) from the original WFLIPF(I or O) , immediately following it. A 
WFLIPFI is considered a reverse of either the WFLIPFI or the WFLIPFO. 
 
The codes and scores for WSTIMS for these flips are: 
 FFLI 700  
 FFLO  800 



R will designate the reverse as usual and the point values are the same as the basic flip. 
 
Most of you will not encounter these flips, but if you do you will be prepared. The Judges might 
not be, but you will be on top of it! 
 
Hope all of you are able to get back out on the water and are ready for a great new year. 
 
 



WSTIMS FOR WINDOWS USERS NEWSLETTER 
June 9, 2016  ISSUE 04   VOL. 16 
Editor: Jeff Clark   jclarksr94@gmail.com Programmer: Dave Allen 
 This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from 
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from 
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem 
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem 
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 Update 3.0.0.6 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.6 is now available for download. This update cleans up a glitch in the 
Jump event for Boys where a timing issue developed between the AWSA and the IWWF 
equivalency was in error and has added the newly approved FFLI and FFLO tricks to the table. 
 
ADMIN SANCTIONED TOURNAMENT RESULTS PROCESSING  In the past few years there have been some tournaments that were combined using different 
scoring formats that could not be scored as planned because of the different formats. For 
instance, last year the US Open and the Big Dawg Finals were combined which caused a 
problem. The US Open was planning on using the three events and Overall, so that needed to be 
scored using IWWF rules so that the Overall would be based completely on that tournaments 
performance data, while the Big Dawg Finals needed to be scored using the AWSA Head to 
Head format. Keep in mind that the WSTIMS program will only handle one format for a 
tournament. 
 
Dave and I started brain storming this issue and he has developed coding that will allow us to 
solve the problem.  
 
This has been accomplished by submitting our plan to merge two different sanctioned 
tournaments into one with the use of an Administrative sanction being granted by the AWSA 
Executive Committee for situations like this. This will save the LOC double sanction fees and 
allow the scorers to produce all of the forms and results that are expected for these two distinctly 
different tournament formats. 
 
This will require the Chief Scorer for the tournament to submit an application for an 
Administrative sanction at least 45 days ahead of the tournament date for approval. We do not 
anticipate but a very few tournaments that will need to use the Administrative sanction process. 
 
If you are going to be the Chief Scorer of a tournament as I have described above, I would 
recommend that you contact me, Dave or Jeff Surdej well ahead of time (before it is time to 
apply) to see if your tournament will qualify and to get a copy of the procedures involved in the 
process. 
 
New IWWF Front Flip Codes And Scores Added To Table The IWWF has redefined the one ski Front Flip (FFL) and changed the scores for the tricks. 
They can now be performed and scored in all of the tournament classes for AWSA tournaments 



after the approval from the AWSA Board of Directors yesterday. The one ski FFL has been 
replaced by these new variations of the trick.  
 
There will be two allowed styles of Front Flip referred to as an inside the line front flip and an outside the line front flip. An outside the line flip means that when the skier is going from right to left as seen from the boat, the skier’s left hand (or both hands) must remain on the handle during the trick and at the landing. An inside the line flip going from right to left means that the skier releases the handle from the left hand and lands holding the handle with the right hand. After January 1, 2017, only outside the line front flips will be credited. Additional interpretation: On an "Outside the Line" Front Flip, the path of the skier coming down to the water at the end of the flip is on the side of the line away from the wake used to initiate the flip ("outside the line"). On an "Inside the Line Front Flip, the path of the skier coming down to the water at the end of the flip is on the side of the line toward the wake used to initiate the flip ("inside the line"). 6/8/16 rev AWSA Rulebook  The reverse FFL (I or O) is defined as a FFL (I or O) travelling in the opposite direction (right to 
left vs. left to right) from the original FFL (I or O), immediately following it. A 
FFL (I or O) is considered a reverse of either the FFLI or the FFLO. 
 
The codes and scores for WSTIMS for these flips are: 
 FFLI 700  
 FFLO  800 

R will designate the reverse as usual and the point values are the same as the basic flip. 
 
TECHNICAL CONTORLLER DOSSIER WILL NOT AUTOMATICALLY UPLOAD There have been class ELR tournaments that did not contain the Technical Controllers completed 
dossier in the Tournament Package and the program was automatically sending the blank dossier 
that was provided in the program in for processing. This has caused significant problems in the 
system and Dave was asked to disable the automatic upload feature. The technical controller now 
will have to fill out the dossier and give it to the Chief Scorer for submittal and this will be 
verified using a date/time stamp versification. 
 
Enjoy your summer and see you soon. 
 
 



WSTIMS FOR WINDOWS USERS NEWSLETTER 
June 14, 2016   ISSUE 05   VOL. 16 
Editor: Jeff Clark   jclarksr94@gmail.com Programmer: Dave Allen 
 This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from 
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from 
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem 
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem 
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 Update 3.0.0.7 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.7 is now available for download.  
 
UPDATED THE TOWBOAT LIST FOR 2016 The list of approved 2016 Towboats has been updated. 
 
FIXED SLALOM ENTRY ERROR FOR JUNIOR SKIERS The error occurred when the junior skier completed all 6 buoys but missed the entrance gates on 
the first pass in a class C tournament, but the next pass added did not increase the speed. 
 
The issue occurred for a junior skier. Fixed the issue so when the skier is below the maximum 
speed, it recognizes that the skier should be allowed to continue to the next desired pass. 
 
Enjoy your time on the water this summer. 
 



WSTIMS FOR WINDOWS USERS NEWSLETTER 
July 14, 2016   ISSUE 06   VOL. 16 
Editor: Jeff Clark   jclarksr94@gmail.com Programmer: Dave Allen 
 This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from 
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from 
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem 
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem 
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 Update 3.0.0.8 will be Available for Downloading Late Tonight (EDT) The updated version 3.0.0.8 will be posted late tonight (EDT) for you to download. When you 
open the program you will see a note popup when it is available.  
 
This update has fixed several errors reported to us. 
 
When resending Trick videos, the data did not go with the upload and this has been fixed. 
 
Running Orders were not printing the Event groups on the running Orders and this has been 
fixed. 
 
Slalom Summary And Scorebook Not Posting Correct Placements For Tie 
Breakers Using The RO section 
When using “First” as the placement option in the Master Scorebook settings, which is typically 
only used in Multi Round State and Regional tournaments, the runoff score was not being 
applied properly. This is the procedure to correct the problem.  
 
If you found this problem in your Multi round State tournament, do the following tasks: 1. Open up your tournament from the “Tournament List”. 

2. Click the Tournament button and click the Tournament Package Build. 
3. Click the Performance Data File to run the report. 
4. Click on the Scorebook (sbk) to run the scorebook 
5. Click on the Scorebook (web) (Championship) to run the html scorebook. 
6. Click on Tournament Package to finalize all of your changes. 
7. Check your Slalom Summary to make sure the placements are correct and also look 

at your 16XYYYCS scorebook to verify that it was corrected. 
8. If all is good, send the revised zip file to your Region Seeding representative 

 
State and Regional Tournament Setup 
This year I neglected to send out the instructions for setting up and scoring a State and Regional 
tournament. Some of the Chief scorers for the State tournament held this past weekend did not 
follow the standard and required protocol for their tournaments which caused problems with the 
seeding (wsp) file for placements and improper scorebooks. The updated procedures are in the 
next article and are to be followed exactly as outlined. Any personal variances or changes to the 



protocol specified below, will cause you to have to fix the errors and resubmit your tournament 
files. This causes all kind of problems for the Regionals that follows for participants trying to 
qualify and then also for the Nationals. 
 
Please review the updated procedures below and do not vary from the instructions as outlined. 
 
State and Regional Tournament Setup and Scorebook Options Review 
We are about to enter the time of the season for the State Championships and Regional 
tournaments. We need to review the standard procedures that we have used for many years and 
cover the setup issues so that the Scorebook and the seeding files are produced properly using the 
WSTIMS for Windows program. 
 
There are standard procedures to be used for all State, Regional Championships. WSTIMS has 
the procedures built in and the following procedures are to be used as stated. DO NOT USE 
ANY PERSONAL VARIATIONS TO THE PROCEDURES OR YOUR REPORTS AND 
SCOREBOOKS WILL NOT TURN OUT CORRECTLY.  
First let’s review the standard operating procedures for the State championships. Each state has a 
set of qualifying procedures to enter the tournament and the primary requirement is to be a 
resident of the state in order to enter the tournament. In addition to these participants, the states 
have been allowing out of state skiers to enter the tournament and ski for scores on the Ranking 
List only. This allows the program to award the qualified in state skiers placements for awards 
and to be recognized as State Champions in their events. 
 
The way that we separate these two groups of skiers is very simple and has been in place for 
many years.  

 
1. In the tournament you have both individual skiers and those skiing for Overall 

awards. 
2. For all of the qualified state residents, use the standard age division codes for all 

of the events that the skier enters. This will make all of the Overall scores and age 
division events calculate the scores properly. This also sends the placements to 
the Performance Data File (wsp) when you build the Tournament Package. This 
is needed for qualifications for other tournaments. DO NOT USE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUPS FOR ANY OF THESE QUALIFIED 
PARTICIPANTS, ONLY AGE DIVISION. 3. For the “out of state” skiers you should isolate them into a separate group so the 
program will isolate their scores from the rest of the qualified participants and 
will not put their placements in the seeding list, only their performances for the Ranking List. We have designated in the program the appropriate protocols 
for the Ranking List and have this tied to the standard code of “RL” for these 
skiers and you must use this code for each event entered by the out of state or out 
of region skier so that your scorebook will work properly and only the scores will 
be posted to the Performance Data File, not placements.  



4. To make your Scorebook and the related Seeding file handle this properly during 
and at the end of the tournament you will need to go to the Administrative tab > 
Tournament List > Set Report Properties.  
 
There are three sections in the list of reporting properties that you need to edit. 
 
Master Scorebook Reporting Properties > the first option is Scores to Use > select 
First, in the second option box Points Calculation Method > select NOPS, in the 
third option Placement Option > select score, and in the fourth option Placement 
Grouping > select Div/Group as the settings for your Scorebook. 
 
In the Master Overall Reporting Properties section the settings will be Scores to 
Use > select Round, Points Calculation Method > select NOPS, Placement Option 
> select Points, and in the fourth option Placement Grouping > select Div/Group 
as the settings for your Scorebook.  
 

5. A byproduct of this of course, is that the Running Order option in the program 
will isolate these skiers in this special group and be easy for you to use when 
creating your running orders for the tournament. Most of the state tournaments are 
seeded and these skiers in the RL group always ski first, with several asterisks in 
front of their name to identify them on the running order. 

6. You would then score your tournament as you usually do and the program will 
take care of storing the data. 

7. Some of the tournaments are hosting two rounds of competition. The standard in 
this situation is for the Round 1 scores to reflect the State/Regional 
Championships and the Round 2 scores are to be used for the Ranking List only. 

8. When you run your reports in the Tournament Package Build tab, and the 
“Scorebook (Web)” report is about to be produced, a dropdown panel will appear 
with the three types of scorebooks available to be produced and you should 
choose the “Championship/Index” format for this Scorebook. 

 
When you are the Chief Scorer for your Regional tournament the same procedures listed above 
must be used for the tournament. 
 
You should send the tournament ZIP file to your Regional Seeding Representative no later than 
Monday after the tournament, so that the scores will be available for the Regional and National 
tournament qualifications for the skiers. 
 July 13, 2016 
  AWSA State, Regionals, And Nationals Team Setup and Assignment 

 Enter the 2 to 4 character team code (the state code is your choice in State and Regional 
Championships, use standard code for regions at Nationals) in column D of the 
registration template 

 Save template normally as a tab delimited txt file 



 Setup tournament normally  
 Administration > Import > Standard Registration Template 

Import the registration template text file as is normally done. 
This will assign any skier with a team code to that team for all events the skier is marked 
to participate in. 

 Open Team Management 
Tournament > Team Management 
Teams are sorted by the name 
The skiers in each event window are sorted by team code, then division, and then rank 

  
 Update team names as desired – “Name” column 
 Click on the Show Team button 

This will show just the skiers in each event that are assigned to the team selected on the 
left – “Team” column 

 For each event remove the skiers that should not be assigned to the particular team in that 
particular event 
To remove a skier click on the skier name, then click on the arrow pointing left 
associated with the event – “Center” column between panels 

 Click on the Show All button 
 To add a skier to a team for a particular event, scroll to the top of the list of skiers for the 

particular event.  Skiers not assigned to a team will sort at the top and will have no value 
in the team column. 



 Click on the skier name you want to add to a team 
Click on the team name on the left for the desired team assignment 
Click on the arrow button pointing to the right for the desired event - “Center” column 
between panels 

 Repeat this process for all teams and skiers for team assignment 

Team Score Reporting  Open Team Summary 
Tournament > Team Summary  

 
 Select Best for Scores to Use 
 Select Placement for Points Calculation Method 
 Select Points for Placement Method 
 Select AWSA Special for the Placement 
 Enter 4 for Number of skiers per team 
 Click Refresh 

Note depending on your computer’s memory and processor speed this make take several 
minutes to complete 

 When the report is completed, click on the View Team Results button  



 
 You can print these results or Export to a text file or to an HTML file 
 If you want to send these results to the Live Web Scoreboard 

Click on the Live Web icon 
Activate the Live Web location 
Click on the Live Web icon again 
Click on Resend Visible Skiers 
This will make the team results available on the Web Scoreboard 

 On the Web Scoreboard find the tournament and then select the Team button  

 



  Click on any team name to see the skier details for this team results 
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July 26, 2016   ISSUE 07   VOL. 16 
Editor: Jeff Clark   jclarksr94@gmail.com Programmer: Dave Allen 
 
This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 3.0.0.10 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.10 is now available for download. This update (some 
were in 3.0.0.09 posted last night) is fixing glitches that have been discovered in 
the program that was driving some of us crazy and a couple of improvements to 
make our work easier. Also an error was found in the AWSA Team setup 
procedures in the Team Summary section and the program has been adjusted to 
correct the error and I am re-publishing the revised setup procedures. 
 
The Team Setup procedures have been updated in the Team Summary section 
of the tutorial below. Please review and follow these procedures. Dave has 
preset the reporting selections to avoid any unintended errors.   
The Team results that are displayed in the Tournament tab > Team Summary 
are correct and should be used for your results at this time. The Team 
scorebook section at the end of the “WEB” scorebook is not working at this 
time, so Dave is going to disable them. He will accomplish this in update 
3.0.0.11. When this update is posted, I will not publish a newsletter unless 
there are further developments. 
AWSA State, Regionals, Nationals Team Setup and Assignment-
Rev-01 

 Enter the 2 to 4-character team code (the state code is your choice in State 
and Regional Championships, use standard code for regions at Nationals) in 
column D of the registration template 

 Save template normally as a tab delimited txt file 
 Setup tournament normally  



 Administration > Import > Standard Registration Template 
Import the registration template text file as is normally done. 
This will assign any skier with a team code to that team for all events the 
skier is marked to participate in. 

 Open Team Management 
Tournament > Team Management 
Teams are sorted by the name 
The skiers in each event window are sorted by team code, then division, and 
then rank 

   Update team names as desired – “Name” column 
 Click on the Show Team button 

This will show just the skiers in each event that are assigned to the team 
selected on the left – “Team” column 

 For each event remove the skiers that should not be assigned to the particular 
team in that particular event 
To remove a skier click on the skier name, then click on the arrow pointing 
left associated with the event – “Center” column between panels 

 Click on the Show All button 



 To add a skier to a team for a particular event, scroll to the top of the list of 
skiers for the particular event.  Skiers not assigned to a team will sort at the 
top and will have no value in the team column. 

 Click on the skier name you want to add to a team 
Click on the team name on the left for the desired team assignment 
Click on the arrow button pointing to the right for the desired event - 
“Center” column between panels 

 Repeat this process for all teams and skiers for team assignment 
 Click on “Print” to print out all of the Teams with the skiers by event. 

 
 

Team Score Reporting 
 Open Team Summary 

Tournament > Team Summary 
 

  Select Best for Scores to Use 
 Select NOPS for Points Calculation Method 
 Select Points for Placement Method 
 Select AWSA Special for the Placement 
 Enter 4 for Number of skiers per team 



 Click Refresh 
Note depending on your computer’s memory and processor speed this make 
take several minutes to complete 

 When the report is completed, click on the View Team Results button 
 

  You can print these results or Export to a text file or to an HTML file 
 If you want to send these results to the Live Web Scoreboard 

Click on the Live Web icon 
Activate the Live Web location 
Click on the Live Web icon again 
Click on Resend Visible Skiers 
This will make the team results available on the Web Scoreboard 



 On the Web Scoreboard find the tournament and then select the Team button 
 

 

  Click on any team name to see the skier details for this team results 
 
Print Font Increased For All Running Orders As we get older, it becomes harder to read smaller fonts, so Dave has increased the 
font size for all Running Orders per your request. 
 



Slalom Score Now Shows Actual Ending Line Length For collegiate and juniors in class C tournaments will now show the actual line 
length at end of round even when max speed has not been used. Updated this for 
collegiate and juniors in class C and this also corrects the display on the Live Web 
and Scorebook as well. 
 
Slalom, Trick And Jump Summary Sorting error Corrected In the Slalom, Trick and Jump Summary when the scorer selects “score” in the sort 
dialog for the event summary the program terminated with an exception. The list of 
sortable attributes did not properly match up with the data list being sorted. Dave 
corrected the list of sortable attributes and this has been corrected. 
 
Corrected Scoring Error on Reverse Turns For AWSA And IWWF Skier in class L attempted to repeat a reverse slide and/or a reverse toe slide, but it 
was flagged as being an invalid trick. Check was being made to allow this 
sequence only for class E or C. However, the IWWF also allows this sequence and 
it is now allowed for class L and R in the program. AWSA rule 11.12 F 2   and 
IWWF rule 15.19 c. 
 
   
Error Corrected When Typing “END” At End Of Trick Pass It is easier, at this point to just tell you to continue, as you have in the past, to type 
in “end” when the trick pass has been completed. The error we encountered has 
been corrected. 
 
Trick Timing Sheet Option Available When Printing Trick Forms A trick timing sheet option is now available when printing trick forms from the 
Trick Running Order button.  



  
Adding A Member In The Registration Panel Simplified When adding a member to the tournament it has required several steps if the skier 
has to be added as a new member. In this situation the member needs to be added 
as an available member and then searched for to be added to the tournament. 
Generally, if a new member is being added, the intent is to add them to the 
tournament. This should be a step process.  
 
Dave enhanced the new member feature of the Tournament Registration window to 
display the dialog to add the member to the tournament automatically after adding 
the new member. Previously you had to add the member and then search to add to 
the tournament. 
 
Just a couple of comments for this coming weekend and future tournaments: 

1. Make sure you review the setup procedures for the Regional tournaments 
in the last newsletter. It is very, very important that you follow the 
procedures exactly so you don’t have problems during and after the 
tournament. 

2. Make sure that your scorers are pressing “enter” or using the “tab” key to 
move away from the last cell in which data was entered. This continues 
to be a source of phone calls that we get each week. 

 
 



Have fun, stay in the shade and stay hydrated (lots of water). It’s really hot in 
much of the US right now. 
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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
Update 3.0.0.11 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 3.0.0.11 is now available for download. 
 
Overall Summary Has Been Updated The Overall summary (located in the Tournament tab) has been updated to 
accurately identify the “Qualified” skiers that have scores from all three of the 
events. Just to review the three buttons in the “Filter” section for you 

All – default button – this will show you all of the skiers entered in the age 
division according to the registration list. 
 
Eligible – this will show you all of the skiers entered in the age division in 
all three events according to the registration list that will be eligible for an 
Overall score for their age division. 
 
Qualified – this will show you all of the skiers entered in the age division 
who have scores in all three events according to the event scores, for an 
Overall score for their age division. 

 
When you are switching back and forth between each of these choices, don’t forget 
to click on the “Refresh” button to see the information you are seeking. 
 
Slalom, Trick, Jump Running Order Can Be Saved to Excel Spreadsheet Dave has added an option to save the running order data to a “tab delimited text 
file” to allow the data to be easily exported from WSTIMS and then imported to an 
Excel spreadsheet. First select the event and then the age division or group that you 
want to use and then click on the “Save As” button to export the running order data 
as shown on the window's grid as a “Tab Delimited” file and allow you to name 
your spreadsheet.  
 



The Run Order button also saves to a text file but it is a “Plain Text” format (does 
not contain the special formatting used by Word etc.) that can be used for other 
purposes, such as importing to a website format or email easily.  
 
 
Team Management Export And Import Function Improved You can now export team assignments with teams to an Excel spreadsheet to allow 
for import back into WSTIMS at another time.  A “SaveAs” function has been 
created that will export team assignments in the same format as the printed report 
except it will include the member number (id). This will establish a team import 
template. 
 
An import feature has been created to import teams and skier assignments to the 
teams, which establishes a team assignment template for importing as a tab 
delimited file, just like a normal template import. 
 
See you at the Nationals. 
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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 3.0.0.12 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.12 is now available for download. This version has 
updates for the trick video uploading and creation of a handicapping scoring 
method for Alumni tournaments. 
 
Video Uploading Process And Error Correction The video load window is shown below.  Process is as follows: 

 Click the "Select Files" button 
 Navigate to select one or more video files. 

The process will use the name of the file to match with listed trick skiers 
with scores. The Video files should be named with the skier name as it 
appears in the registration file along with P1 or P2 and R1 or R2, etc. The 
Round is not needed if scoring a single (1) round tournament. 

 If the automatic match is unable to match to a single skier, then a list of all 
skiers will show for the user to select the appropriate match.  

 After all files have been matched the list of matched skiers will show. 
 Click the "Load" button and the process will start to load each video and 

then update the Live Web by attaching the link to the video to the skier. 
 The correction that has been made in this version, is that if a connection 

error occurred previously a dialog appeared with the error message and 
waited for the user to click continue, but now it will place the error message 
in the video load grid and continue to the next video file.  That way the 
process can run unattended with less risk.  The messages will show if any 
errors and which files were not successfully uploaded. 



 A new feature was added, a "Review Video Match" button that should be 
used after loading the videos.  This will show a list of all trick skiers with a 
score and show if a video has been assigned to Pass 1 and Pass 2. 

 
 

 
Event Stats The Event Statistics window has been expanded to show the totals for number of 
skiers and passes per event and total number of unique participants along with the 
time statistics for the event and each pass. This window is located at Tournament > 
Event Stats in WSTIMS. 
 



Special Slalom Scoring For College Alumni Tournaments WSTIMS will now support special scoring in slalom events for college alumni 
tournaments. The Alumni tournaments will have the option to have all divisions 
slalom scores be equivalent when shortening the rope. For example, the score for a 
36 mph skier at 35 off will be the same as the score for a 34 mph skier at 35 off. 
For scoring purposes, WSTIMS will use special minimum speeds to make this 
happen for tournaments with "Alumni" in the tournament name.  
 
There will be an option offered to run a process to adjust the slalom scores back to 
the standard score value for submitting the tournament package and loading to the 
ranking list. This will be offered when the Tournament Package Build window is 
opened. 
 
Live Web Scoring Now Indicates Trick Videos Availability When you are using Live Web scoring for a tournament that has the trick event and 
you have uploaded videos of the trick runs, a red V will appear at the beginning of 
the tournament name to show that trick videos are available. 
 
Time for the storms coming across the Atlantic from Africa to start making our 
lower east coast weather interesting, while many more of you are getting ready for 
cool weather. There is still fun to be had this fall in our favorite sport. 
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